Progress Rail sets the new industry standard with a versatile family of high-performance rail fastener clips.

Our SL Fasteners are each designed for easy installation, built tough and rigorously tested to deliver unparalleled long-term results.

- 2000 Classic
- 6030 Long-Reach
The outstanding fatigue performance of our elastic fastener clips is a product of patent pending design and manufacturing innovation.

We start with the highest-quality spring steel. Then we incorporate an independent clip prong design to provide forgiveness in longitudinal and lateral rail movement, along with unequalled capacity to absorb high vertical oscillations. Finally, we perform in house high-frequency fatigue testing on every heat of clips to ensure consistency throughout the manufacturing process.

More than two decades of superior performance in real-world applications tells the rest of the story: our elastic fastener clips are proven performers.
2000 CLASSIC
EXCEEDS ALL AREMA TIE ASSEMBLY/ELASTIC FASTENER TEST.

- Full line of insulators, rail pads and shoulders
- Superior fatigue life and load retention
- Removal/installation with existing MOW equipment
- Positive lock prevents clip backout

6030 PREMIUM
Long-Reach
NEW ROBUST DESIGN PROVIDES STRONGER OVERDRIVE PROTECTION.

- Full line of insulators, rail pads and shoulders
- 100% greater overdrive resistance than 2000 classic
- 20% higher yield strength; 10% higher spring rate than 2000 classic
- Retrofits to 2000 or PANDROL SAFELOK l-style shoulders
- Extended reach of 1/2” on rail base standard.
- Removal/installation with existing MOW equipment
- Nominal toe load; 5,600 lbs. per rail seat
- Patent Pending